Increased nasal tip projection with “pseudo-flaps” using excess lateral cephalic alar cartilage

Aumento da projeção da ponta nasal com “pseudo-retalhos” obtidos dos excessos cefálicos laterais das cartilagens alares

INTRODUCTION

An increased nasal tip projection is sometimes necessary to achieve an appropriate proportion between nasal tip and dorsum. Numerous techniques and tactics have been described for this purpose using cartilaginous grafts obtained from the nasal septum, auricular concha, and costal cartilage. When this increased projection must be discrete, the use of excess lateral alar cartilage in the form of “pseudo-flaps” is proposed.

METHODS

In primary open rhinoplasty, excess alar cartilage, which is generally removed, was used to produce “pseudo-flaps”. The cartilages were folded over themselves in the form of a “French soldier’s suspender” over the domes of the alar cartilage and supported by interdomal soft tissue padding raised over the domus. It was kept detached, and relocated to the nasal tip and was contained by “pseudo-flaps” of the alar cartilages sutured there or covering the columella’s structural graft. Thirty-six patients underwent surgery using this technique. Results: Thirty-five had good results and one had a nasal tip abscess, caused by endonasal exposure to a non-absorbable suture, which was removed. A second intervention was then performed using a new auricular graft, but the result was still unsatisfactory. The “pseudo-flaps” method is relatively simple for those performing nasal surgery. Conclusion: The nasal tip can be projected discretely using the excess of alar cartilage “pedicled” in the domus.
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INTRODUCTION

For rhinoplasty, the treatment of the nasal tip and its proportion to the dorsum and columella are important aspects of facial esthetics. Open rhinoplasty, initially described by Rheti in 1934 and Sperli in 1988, which involved a trans-columellar incision and detachment of all of the dorsum’s skin through an anterior incision into the alar cartilage as a continuation of the columella incision, has led to the development of new techniques for esthetic and functional treatment of the nose. Several strategies to further project the nasal tip have since been described, especially for bulbous tips, thick skin, and poorly defined globular tips. Creating a new, esthetically appropriate nasal tip while protecting respiratory function should always be the goal of the surgeon.

Several techniques have been described, such as using the points between the domes of the alar cartilages and grafts that camouflage the appropriate tip. Stiffness of the nasal tip is also an important issue that concerns patients.

To create proportional harmony among the various nasal and facial segments, the nasal tip can be enlarged or reduced. For increased projection, several procedures of columella structuring are described using the nasal septum or costal cartilage grafts in secondary rhinoplasty when the septum is not present. Decisions regarding the incisions, resections, and cartilage grafts are of fundamental importance for the long-term end result of rhinoplasty.

In cases where nasal tip projection is necessary without changes in the columella-labial angle, increased nasal tip projection is sometimes necessary to obtain a better dorsum–to-tip ratio. It is customary to use cartilaginous grafts taken from the nasal septum, the auricular concha, or leftover cartilage from the rhinoplasty. In cases where a greater projection is needed, costal cartilages, especially in the secondary nose, can be used. Several tactics have been proposed to achieve an increase in projection, depending on the need for graft volume and extension.

Sometimes, a slight increase in the projection of the tip without the need for other structural supports is necessary. Open rhinoplasty can be used if the lateral alar cartilage crosses and this excess alar cartilage can be used as crossed “pseudo-flaps” over the tip to increase its projection. Even if columella-structuring grafts are used, it is possible to cover the anterior end with this excess cartilage.
OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to present a technique for increased nasal tip projection using excess lateral cephalic alar cartilage shaped as “pseudo-flaps”.

METHODS

This was a retrospective analytical study done to present a new surgical technique to increase nasal tip projection.

Patients participating in the study came from a private practice and received clarification about the study and gave written informed consent. This work followed the principles of the Helsinki Declaration.

Surgical techniques

Rhinoplasty should always be an open technique (exo-rhinoplasty) in order to visualize and adequately expose the nasal tip and alar cartilages with their shapes, projections, surpluses, and asymmetries.

An adrenaline-containing anesthetic was administered at a concentration of 1:80,000 throughout the nose and septum. A 90-degree V angled columella incision was made from the point where the pyramidal portion of the base transitions to the quadrangular portion, about half the height. The incision then extended along the anterior edge of the alar cartilages, following them through the medial and lateral parts up to near the bases of the lateral nasal wings (Figure 1).

The nasal dorsum skin at the tip and laterally to the lateral segments of the alar cartilages were detached (Figure 1). The superior nasal dorsal bone along with the cartilage should be detached only as necessary according to the case.

Soft tissue in the space between the domes of the alar cartilage was removed from the bottom up, remaining a “pedicle” to the domus on either side. This can also be applied to one side or it can even be removed. The columellar segments of the alar cartilage (medial cross) were sutured together with non-absorbable thin threads or transfixed absorbable threads, including the skin and the columellar pseudo-mucosa on either side. The interdomal soft tissue on the domus, if not removed, can serve as a cushion to receive the excess alar cartilage.

When there was a pending columella, a non-absorbable 6.0 thread suture was used to reduce the pen curvature of the alar cartilage domes on either side by transfixing them and approximating where the medial and lateral cartilage crossed. It is advisable to angle them with care so as not to transfix the nasal mucosa. This maneuver already slightly increased tip projection and corrected a pending columella.

The resection of excess cartilages was then marked (Figure 1). The incision went from the lateral to superior medial wall, until near the domus, detaching them from the nasal mucosa, and remained “pedicled” in the most cranial portion of the domus (Figure 2). This maneuver was facilitated by administering a subcutaneous anesthetic between the cartilages and nasal mucosa with a hypodermic needle.
The cartilage was then folded forward, crossed over the interdomal soft tissue present there, and sutured, or it was sutured freely if this had been removed. Thus, they made two loops in the form of a “French soldier’s suspender” (Figures 3 A, B, C, and D). Other reinforcing points with non-absorbable threads for projection and position suitability may be used when appropriate to achieve the desired shape. Cartilage should not be stripped of soft tissues and perichondrium, which support them as they fold, reinforce loops, and have greater resistance to stitches. In the end, the intersection and sutures resulted in the pseudo-flaps maintaining a quadrangular shape when viewed from the front, as proposed by Sheen in 1984.

Care should be taken not to transfix the nasal mucosa and expose suture threads. Prior to suturing the domus, a useful maneuver to prevent transfixation is to apply a local anesthetic or saline solution between the nasal mucosa and alar cartilage under the region where the point will be given.

In cases requiring structural columella grafting, which is usually removed from the cartilaginous septum, the protrusion above the cartilage domes should be covered with “pseudo-flaps”, leaving the nasal tip more projected and with a more natural appearance (Figure 4).

The rest of the rhinoplasty is performed according to the needs of each case. Osseocartilaginous dorsum treatment has been previously done as well as osteotomies when necessary. To complete the

Figure 3. A, B, C and D. Schemes of “pseudo-flaps”.

RESULTS

Thirty-six patients underwent rhinoplasty using the “pseudo-flap” technique, all of which required primary rhinoplasty. The surgeries were conducted between 2002 and 2017. Thirty-five patients were female and one was male, aged between 25 and 45 years. Patient follow-up occurred 5 years after surgery.

All patients underwent surgery using the technique described and only one of them did not show the desired increase in nasal tip projection due to abscess formation. This 50-year-old male patient underwent abscess drainage. Endonasal specular examination showed the nylon thread of the right alar cartilage end angulation suture had extruded into the nostril. The suture was removed and antibiotic therapy with abscess resolution was prescribed. However, the nasal tip projection was not adequate and remained asymmetrical, requiring further treatment with another graft was removed from the auricular concha, which was resorbed.

The remaining cases obtained adequate projection of the nasal tip and when questioned during the postoperative consultation, the patients considered their results esthetically satisfactory (Figures 5 A, B, C, D, E and F; Figures 6 A, B, C and D; Figures 7 A, B, C and D; Figures 8 A, B, C, D, E and F).

The results show postoperative noses with narrower bases, tapered and elevated nasal tips, and without bulbosity.
DISCUSSION

One of the many aspects of an esthetically pleasing nose is a proper nasal tip position. While the cephalic tip creates a youthful appearance, the fallen tip is perceived as a sign of senescence. With aging, there is a loss of the nasal tip projection, which motivates patients to seek rhinoplasty.

The literature defines the ideal nasolabial angle to be between 90 and 120 degrees and there are several techniques described to increase this angle and consequently increase nasal tip projection, which include modification of angles and alar cartilage dome.
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projections using sutures or cartilage grafts obtained from various sites. The main disadvantages of using cartilage grafts compared to the method described when used alone, is the possibility of resorption, dislocation, and structural deformation without the guarantee of long-term preservation of the immediate positive postoperative results.

However, even with the variety of resources available, this paper presents a new procedure that can be used in single tip projection or in combination with other procedures that have not achieved full projection as desired or planned.

Loss of nasal tip projection, rotation, and length of the nose may be secondary to the loss of adequate nasal cartilage support. Irregularities of nasal tip, dorsal contour, and alar retraction are often caused by loss of cartilage.

When the tip is not properly projected and shaped, and the alar cartilages are wide with excess soft tissue, they are almost always removed and discarded. In open rhinoplasty, reusing this excess cartilage without removing them from the site makes surgery simpler. The use of this excess should not affect their overlap with the triangular cartilage (second valves), since it uses only the excess that protrudes above the dorsum of the treated septum. With this methodology it is possible to design the nasal tip depending on the width, extension and thickness of the excess of the lateral alar cartilages.

If larger tip projections and/or a projection of the columnellar base are needed, sometimes a structured graft preferably taken from the free nasal septum through septoplasty may be used, and its projection above the domes of the alar cartilages can be covered by “pseudo-flaps” (Figure 4).

The term “pseudo-flaps” was used because flaps are segments of vascularized tissues with a defined or random axial pedicle. In this case, the cartilage segment had no vascularization, but only a “pseudo pedicle”.

The alar cartilage “pseudo-flaps” technique has the advantage of using local tissue, which allows for high-quality long-term shape and projection maintenance. The simplicity of the technique allows for a great deal of flexibility and creativity by the surgeon who, by obtaining “pseudo-flaps”, can rotate and fix them in the contratralateral cartilage according to the needs of each case. This study reports on a simple, easy-to-perform and reliable technique that produces a nose with a natural look while maintaining long-term tip projection.

CONCLUSION

The technique described in the study was effective in improving nasal tip projection. A moderate increase in nasal tip projection was achieved using the excess alar cartilage from the lateral portions, which would normally be removed and discarded. Satisfactory results were efficiently obtained for nasal tip projection.

This technique requires simple execution without major complications and is effective for nasal tip projection in select cases that do not require large volume increases. Additionally, for those requiring larger volumes, it can be added to other usual procedures with good results.
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